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    Abstract: Traffic accidents are one of the most life-threatening 
dangers to human being. Deaths and injuries due to traffic 
accidents have a great impact on society. Traffic accidents 
information and data provided by public can be useful to classify 
these accidents according to their type and severity, and 
consequently try to build predictive model. Detecting and 
identifying injury severity in traffic accidents in real time is 
primordial for speeding post-accidents protocols as well as 
developing general road safety policies. In this project we are 
using Logistic Regression algorithm to classify accident data. The 
data to be analysed is collected from various sources, is both 
structured and unstructured and has several attributes. In this 
project we are going to detect and analyse data together to 
generate decision trees that give insights on previous accidents.  
   Keywords: Traffic accidents; Decision tree; Logistic Regression; 
Injury Severity Prediction; 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic accidents are unavoidable. The cost of deaths and 
injuries due to traffic accidents have a great impact on 
society. Traffic accidents and their severity are the results by 
several factors ranging from driver behaviour, roads 
characteristics, vehicles types, to weather conditions, to cite 
few of them. At present road accidents are one of the most 
life-threatening dangers to everyone [2]. Many strategies can 
be deployed to reduce deaths during traffic accidents, and one 
of them, consists in speeding postaccidents attention [1]. In 
this sense, predicting accidents severity could be a key for 
quick response to such accidents. 

Road accidents are unpredictable incidents and their 
analysis requires a good knowledge of the factors affecting 
them.The major problem in the analysis of accident data is its 
Heterogenous nature [3].Thus, heterogeneity should be 
considered during the analysis of the data, otherwise some of 
the relationship between the data may remain hidden.  

The severity of the road accidents is more in densely 
populated cities. Every year nearly 1.3 million people die [3] 
and 20-50 million are injured in road crashes, on average 
3,287 deaths a day [3]. More than half of all deaths due to 
traffic accidents occur among young adults ages 15-44. 
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Over 90 percent of all road fatalities occur in low income 
countries [4], which have less than half of the world’s 

vehicles. Road crashes cost USD 518 billion globally, costing 
individual countries from 1-2 percent of their annual GDP 
[7]. Unless action is taken, road accidents are predicted to 
become the fifth leading cause of death by 2030. 

II.    LITERATURE SURVEY 

Harnen (2003) developed a generalized linear model for 
predicting motorcycle accidents at three-legged major minor 
priority junctions in Malaysia and found that motorcycle 
accidents were proportional to the power of traffic flows. 
Increases in non-motorcycle and motorcycle flows entering 
junctions were associated with an increase in motorcycle 
accidents [5].Table I gives information on the literature 
survey of traffic accidents classification and injury severity 
prediction. 

Table I: Literature survey of traffic accidents 
classification and injury severity prediction. 

 
Chang and Yeh (2006) developed two logistic regression 

models,one for non-motorcycle drivers and the other for 
motorcyclists. It was found that on an average, motorcyclists 
had approximately three times higher fatality risk than other 
drivers [5]. In-order to reduce the high risk of fatality 
sustained by these two classes of drivers, enhancing the 
driver’s seatbeltuse rate, the rider’s risk perceptions, and the 

enhancement of road quality were recommended. 
Zambon and Hasselberg (2014) through a stepwise 

logistic regression procedure identified factors that affect the 
severity of motorcycle injuries by considering variables 
related to the individual, the environment, the vehicle and the 
crash in Sweden [8]. They found that suspicion of alcohol 
consumption emerged as the strongest determinant of a 
severe outcome. They also suggest that alcohol related 
crashes can be prevented through law enforcement and a 
multiplicity of policies at local and national levels. 
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III. ANALYSIS 

Analysis of Dataset :  

To get good prediction we should consider a large data 
set. In this project UK road accident data of size 18mb which 
has 140057 records is taken.Figure 1 displays the screenshot 
of the actual dataset used for this model in csv file.The 
feature extraction is done and as a result, few of the features 
were removed in order to get better result [3].The description 
of the columns of the dataset is below: 
Accident_Index: The first column i.eAccident_Index acts as 
the unique key in the data set and helped us to map every 
column to its respective key. 
Location_Country,Location_State, Longitude, Latitude: 
The second, third, fourth and the fith column of the dataset 
i.e. Location_Country, Location_State, Longitude and 
Latitude gives data about the accident location. These 
location related data helped to plot the results on google 
maps. 

 
Fig. 1. Screenshot of dataset in excel sheet. 

Police_Force:The sixth column is Police_Force that 
provides data related to police force at the accident lo-cation. 
Accident_Severity: The seventh column is 
Accident_Severity. This column indicates the severity of the 
accident based on numbers. A number 3 indicates a more 
severe accident whereas number 1 indicates a less severe 
accident. This column is acting as a class label for the 
classification Machine Learning algorithm. 
Number_of_Vehicles and Number_of_Casualties: The 
eighth and ninth column explains the number of vehicles 
involved in accident and the number of casualties occurred in 
the accident. 
Date,Day_of_Week and Time: The tenth, eleventh and 
twelfth column provides data about date, day and time of the 
accident occurring. Using these we can analysis that on 
which day of the week or time most accidents occur. 
Local_Authority_(District) and Local_Authority_Area: 
The thirteenth and four-teenth column gives us the district 
and highway numbers. Doing analysis of these two columns 
we can visualise which highways and districts are most prone 
to severe accidents. 
1st_Road_Class, 1st_Road_Number, Road_Type, 
2nd_Road_Class and 2nd_Road_Number:The fifteenth, 
sixteenth, seventeenth, twenty- first and twenty-second 
column is the road class which gives us the classification of 
the road. 
Speed_limit: The eighteenth column is the speed limit of the 
road. 
Junction_Detail and Junction_Control: The nineteenth 
and twentieth column gives us the junction and junction 
control details. 

Pedestrian_Crossing-Human_Control and 
Pedestrian_Crossing-Physical_Facilities: The twenty-third 
and twenty-fourth column provides data about Pedestrian 
Crossing. 
Light_Conditions: The twenty-fifth column indicates the 
light conditions near the accident on a scale of 1-7. 
Weather_Conditions: The twenty-sixth column is the weather 
conditions on a scale of 1-9. 
Road_Surface_Conditions: The twenty-seventh column is 
the road-surface-condition which is of the range 1-5 
Special_Conditions_at_Site: The twenty-eighth column 
indicates if there were any other conditions in the accident 
sight which might have caused the accident and it ranges 
from 0-7. 
Carriageway_Hazards: The twenty-ninth column is the 
carriageway-hazard which indicates any barriers in the road. 
The number ranges from 0-7. 
Urban_or_Rural_Area: The thirtieth column determines if 
the road belongs to a rural or an urban area. 
Did_Police_Officer_Attend_Scene_of_Accident: The 
thirty-first column gives us information whether police came 
to the accident spot or not. 
Accident_Location_Zone: The thirty-second column is the 
zone of accident location which is the geo-graphical location 
surrogate for latitude and longitude. 

Cleaning of Dataset:  

The dataset has been cleaned in order to get better result 
and accuracy. The null values have been removed and also, a 
check is in place in order to look for duplicate records. We 
have removed few features as a part of cleaning and 
ex-traction data [8]. The features such as accident ID, 
location specific features, information related to post 
accident de-tails, authority etc. have been removed. During 
the run of Machine learning algorithm[6], the information 
related to specific location details, column with unique values 
hinders to generalise the information; it memorizes the data 
and tends to learn the specific data [4]. As a result, it will not 
generalise the result when the code is run using another 
dataset. The location related data is helpful to visualize the 
results and plot the locations on google maps [9]. Figure 2 
shows step by step procedure of data pre-processing 
technique. 

 
Fig. 2. Data pre-processing technique. 
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As shown in Figure 2 initially data is filtered by removing 
noisy data and duplicate records. After cleaning the data is 
integrated[6].  

The feature normalisation is done for feature Time so as 
to normalize the range of values. Normalisation is important 
to get better result and include Time as a feature in the 
algorithm [2]. The results provide insight to accidents 
occurring are more at what time in the day. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system basically uses databricks notebook which sets 
the path to read the data set.  The data set is revived from the 
data base and send for data preprocessing[5]. In the 
preprocessing the data is extracted,selected values are 
converted to continuous values then the data isused to train 
model[3]. After training evaluate new data with the model to 
get predicted values. Figure 3 shows the system architecture 
of the proposed system. 

 
Fig. 3. System Architecture 

A Data Flow Diagram is a pictorial representation of the 
flow of the data [1]. A Data Flow Diagram is used to create an 
overview of the system without going into detail [6]. Figure 4 
shows what kind of information will be input to and output 
from the system, and where the data will be stored [3]. 

 
Fig. 4. Data Flow Diagram. 

Figure 4 shows data flow diagram of the proposed model and 
gives overview of the system without going into detail. 

V. METHODOLOGY 

Approach for problem statement:  

The problem is treated as a Classification problem of 
machine learning where a dataset and corresponding class 
label is provided. This kind of data can be used for supervised 
learning [4]. Thus, we will build a model using classification 
or supervised learning algorithm based on logistic [9] 
regression.  

The model is then trained on training set and results are 
tested on test set. We have implemented Decision tree and 
Logistic Regression for the problem. The dataset has been 
divided into 80 - 20 in order to train the model on 70 percent 
and to test on rest of the 30 percent [8]. 

Brief overview of the Algorithms used:  

Decision tree:Decision tree learning is the construction of a 
decision tree from classlabelled training tuples. A decision 
tree is similar to a flowchart, where each internal (non-leaf) 
node denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents the 
outcome of a test, and each leaf (or terminal) node holds a 
class label [5]. The topmost node in a decision tree is the root 
node.  Decision tree goal is to generate a model that predicts 
the value of the target variable based on several input 
variables.  

The dataset is split in the ratio of 80:20 [3]. The 80 percent of 
the data (training data) fed to the decision tree classifier and a 
tree is returned [2]. When this tree is fed with the test data for 
the prediction, it results in an accuracy of eighty five percent 
and fifteen percent error approximately. 

Logistic Regression:The logistic regression is a predictive 
analysis. It is used to describe data and to explain the 
relationship between one dependent binary or multinomial 
variable and one or more metric independent variables [1]. 
When the dependent variable is dichotomous then Logistic 
regression is the appropriate regression analysis. For logistic 
regression we will train the model using training set and test 
the model created by logistic regression algorithm using test 
set [4]. In this project we are using multinomial logistic 
regression for the prediction which results 85 percent 
accuracy and error of 15 percent approximately.The outcome 
of logistic regression [7] model lies between 0 and 1 
whichworks on the below formulae. 

ln[p/(1-p)] = β0 + β1X 

whereβ0 is constant and p is the probability that the event Y 
occurs which has range of 0 to 1. 

p/(1-p) is the "odds ratio". 

The odds ratio has a range of 0 to ∞ with values greater 
than 1 associated with an event being more likely to occur 
than to not occur and values less than 1 are associated with an 
event [9] that is less likely to occur than not occur. Figure 5 
shows comparison of logistic regression model and linear 
probability model. 

The estimated probability is:  
           

              

https://www.openaccess.nl/en/open-publications
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the logistic regression model and 

linear probability model. 
 if β0 + β1X=0, then p = 0.5. 
ifβ0 + β1X is big, then p approaches 1. 
if β0 + β1X is small, then p approaches 0. 

VI RESULTS AND PREDICTION 

We have used Databricks cloud for implementation of 
project. The community edition is used that comes free of 
cost. Databricks provides a cloud platform on top of Apache 
Spark [10].Databricks empowers anyone to build and deploy 
advanced analytical solutions. Apache Spark is 
thecommoncluster computing system [10] which is very fast 
and provides high level APIs in Java and Python. 

A. Accuracy: 

Accuracy is a metric for the performance analysis of the 
any classification model. We can calculate accuracy by 
dividing the number of correct predictions with the total 
number of predictions [9]. The below Table II shows the 
parameters for prediction. 

Table II: parameters for prediction 

 

Accuracy=
                               

                           
 

Accuracy =
       

                 
 

B. Precision:  

Precision is the fraction of correctly predicted positive 
instances to the total number of positive instances.  

Precision=
              

                                
 

 
Fig.6. Number of accidents occurred in a week. 

The Figure 6 shows that the number of accidents occurred in 
a week (1-Sunday through 7-Saturday). We can observe that 
maximum accidents occurred on friday. The Figure 7 shows 
that the number of accidents occurring in each month with 
severity. The data is startling as the number of severe 
accidents are quite high as compared to low severity 
accidents with July being the highest and February being the 
lowest. 

 
Fig.7. Accident severity in all months of the year. 

The below figure 8shows the Share of different vehicle types 
in road accidents on a pie chart. 

 
Fig.8.Share of different vehicle types in road accidents 
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The Figure 9 shows the most accidentprone areas on google 
map. 
Instructions on how run the code using Databricks notebook. 

1) Go to https://community.cloud.databricks.com and sign 
up. 

2) Select the Community Edition. 
3) Sign up for Databricks Community Edition by entering 
personal details. 
4) Login with your email and password. 
5) Select Workspace from the left-hand column, and under 
workspace, choose shared and select import under the 
drop-down. 
6) Create Clusters by choosing the clusters in the left-hand 
column, click on the create cluster tab and enter the cluster 
name and use Apache Spark Version Spark 2.0 and above. 

 
Fig.9.Google map displaying accident prone areas. 

C. Code:  

The source code with the dataset developed for Traffic 
accidents classification and injury severity prediction is 
available at:  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YG6FcFOM13Hy0iENo
YB4rMKOWONKxKFO/view 

VII. CONCLUSION  

Increasing road accidents gives a wake-up call to 
everyone. It has been found that most of the road accidents 
are caused by various factors such as types of vehicles, age of 
the driver, weather condition, age of the vehicle, road 
structure and so on.  Thus, we build a model that gives 
efficient prediction of road accidents which results in 85 
percent accuracy and error of 15 percent approximately.It has 
been clearly demonstrated that logistic regression analysis 
has been successfully applied to predict road accidents. There 
is a lot of scope for Traffic accidents classification and injury 
severity prediction. 

It is suggested to further improve the model reported in 
this study using more variables (e.g., Drugs, Animal 
Crossings, Traffic volume etc.) to get a more realistic picture 
in predicting or forecasting accidents.Accidents are uncertain 
so we can not exactly predict future trends by using any 
model or theory but this model is very useful to take 
mitigation measures in advance by studying future trends to 
minimize the accident rate to certain extent and to take other 
safety measures. 
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